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Project Manager • Coordinator – oversees the project
Communicator • Broker – manages the people relationships
Scientist • Thinker – provides scientific rigor
Data Analyst •Wrangler – handles all data work
Journalist • Reporter – pursues the scent of an enquiry
Designer • Conceiver – provides creative direction
Technologist • Developer – constructs the solution
The Purple Unicorn
Schniederjans, M. J., Schniederjans, D. G., & Starkey, C. M. (2015). Business analytics principles, concepts, and applications with SAS: What, why, and how. Upper Saddle River, 
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RCIO Alumni
• “Same skills that are learned through research are highly valuable in 
the HR space since only a few are familiar with the numbers and data.”  
• “Makes it easier to make a business case.”
HR with Analytics
Westwood, J., Kamberaj, D., Powers, J., & Bergman, S.M. (2015, October). Using HR analytics for predicting and measuring performance: What you need to know. Session at the annual River 
Cities Industrial‐Organizational Psychology Conference, Chattanooga, TN. 
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